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Background: The LANL xRage Code

xRage is an Eulerian AMR
radiation-hydrodynamics code
Descended from SAGE, originally written c.1990
Currently maintained by LANL’s Eulerian
Applications Project (EAP)
Contains about 470K lines of source code
– Not counting numerous third-party libraries, from LANL

and elsewhere

Mostly Fortran 90, some C and C++
MPI-only parallelism

(Image at right from Patchett et al., “Visualization and
Analysis of Threats from Asteroid Ocean Impacts,”
SC16 Visualization Showcase, Best Visualization
Finalist)

The Need for Modernizing xRage
20 years of high-pressure mission work have left
xRage with significant technical debt. This made it
difficult to:

understand the code flow or data flow
maintain the code
add new features
train new developers
refactor for advanced architectures

For the Trinity L1 Milestone in January 2019, EAP
is required to run xRage across half of the Knights
Landing (KNL) portion of Trinity.

We needed major refactoring to enable
optimizations
But the technical debt made this challenging

xRage dependency graph, 2014-10-01
(the “hairball” graph)

Our Solution: The “Packagization” Process
The goal:

Start with existing code base
Transform in place, keep everything
working
Separate code into packages
Move toward a cleaner, simpler design

This is done in three steps:
1. Expose physics state

– Create derived types for package state
– Pass state through argument lists

2. Make packages modular
– Remove dependency cycles, levelize

graph
– Create unit tests, document interfaces

3. Refactor packages
– Reorganize code for clarity, efficiency
– Optimize

After about 15 months of work, this process
led to a much simpler graph (right).

Graph is levelized, has no cycles!
This allows us to better understand code,
start to optimize xRage dependency graph, 2016-01-11

Lifting State through the Call Stack

In the original code:
xRage packages would use module data directly from other packages
This caused numerous dependencies between mid-level packages

In the refactored code:
We created derived data types for several packages
Each type is instantiated by the driver, passed to packages
This removed many of the mid-level package dependencies

Before
Package B depends on package A

After
Packages A and B are independent

As a bonus, keeping state in the driver will also help with:
clearer data flow
thread safety
resilience

Tools

Some helpful tools we used:
Understand (top) helped us visualize
dependencies between packages,
modules, and data
Graphviz (bottom), plus some custom
scripts, cleaned up graphs from
Understand

For some tasks we couldn’t find tools, so we
wrote our own:

custom Python scripts to process data
dumped from Understand
F90 parser to analyze preprocessor-
generated source files
SQLite database to capture additional
relationships

Levelization and Library Builds

Our original build system used no libraries
Just a long list of object files
No dependencies could be enforced

As the code was levelized, we started to
build packages as libraries

Enforces levelization, keeps us from
backsliding
Allows us to write unit tests
We are now building over 90% of xRage
this way

Regression Test Suite

Nightly, weekly integrated tests cover all packages
Team is committed to keeping tests passing (“wall of green”)
Tests are our safety net as we refactor
Unit tests are being added as part of packagization
– Started at bottom, moving up hierarchy

Preparing for the Future: The ENAMR Abstraction Layer
ENAMR is a prototype abstraction layer for Fortran loop constructs in xRage

Separates iterations over the mesh from physics operations
Allows centralized changes to iteration and access patterns
– In particular, it will allow us to easily add threading

Implements kernels as Fortran elemental procedures, allowing for compiler optimizations

Current xRage loop
Physics kernel (green) is inside of a nested

face loop (blue)

ENAMRized version
Kernel (green) is now a Fortran elemental

procedure, launched by an ENAMR iteration
pattern (blue)

Optimizations using ENAMR
ENAMR was used to test four different implementations of cell loops:

CNTL: standard, element-by-element iteration
CVGS, CHNK: two different aggregation techniques
MASK: compute everywhere, mask out answers not needed

Relative performance of the four strategies is shown below. Note that speedups of up to 40%
were observed.

These strategies optimize single loops on a single core. We are also using ENAMR to explore:
OpenMP threading
CUDA kernel execution
Kernel aggregation

Summary

The packagization process is giving us a new, cleaner, more modular design for xRage
This will make physics development, maintenance easier in the future
This also opens up possibilities to refactor for better support of future architectures
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